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Introducing METSUI’s Pole Mounted Transformers, the cutting-edge 

solution for reliable and efcient power distribution. Our owned 

brand is dedicated to providing a seamless energy supply that 

caters to the ever-growing demands of modern infrastructure.

1. Robust and Compact Design: Metsui’s Pole Mounted 

Transformers are engineered to withstand harsh environmental 

conditions while maintaining a sleek and compact design, 

making them an ideal choice for space-constrained 

installations.

2. High Energy Efciency: Our transformers are designed to 

minimize energy loss and offer superior voltage regulation, 

resulting in reduced operating costs and a greener 

environment. 

Key Features:

METSUI’s Pole Mounted Transformers are expertly designed and 

manufactured using high-quality materials, ensuring longevity and 

exceptional performance. With features such as compact design, 

low maintenance, and advanced cooling technology these 

transformers are perfect for urban, suburban, and rural 

applications.

3. Advance Cooling System: Equipped with state-of-the-art 

cooling technology, these transformers maintain optimal 

cooling  temperatures and ensure longer service life.

7. Exceptional Safety Standards: Our transformers adhere to 

stringent safety standards, ensuring a reliable and secure 

operations at all times.

6. Comprehensive Range: Available in various voltage and  

capacity congurations, Metsui’s transformers can be 

customized to meet specic requirements.

5. Versatile Applications: Suitable for various   industries such as 

utilities, commercial buildings, and industrial facilities, our 

transformers cater to a diverse range of power distribution 

needs.

Choose METSUI’s Pole Mounted Transformers for a dependable, 

efcient, and cost-effective power distribution solution that stands 

the test of time. Experience the difference with METSUI, the brand 

you can trust. 

4. Low Maintenance: Metsui’s Pole Mounted Transformers are   

built to last, with minimal maintenance requirements, 

allowing you to focus on your core business operations.

www.metsuipower.comwww.metsuipower.comwww.metsuipower.com
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At Metsui Power Corporation, our vision is to be a globally 

recognized provider of high-quality transformers and pole 

type transformers. We aspire to achieve this by utilizing 

state-of-the-art technology, innovative design, and 

exceptional customer service. Our goal is to empower our 

customers by delivering reliable, efcient, and cost-effective 

energy solutions that enhance their operations, while 

contributing towards a sustainable future.

OUR VISION

Welcome to METSUI POWER CORPORATION, a trusted provider of 

high-quality pole mounted type transformers and substation 

transformers.

Our team of experts has years of experience in the eld of power 

engineering, and we are dedicated to providing our customers 

with top-notch products and services. We work closely with our 

clients to understand their specic requirements and provide 

tailored solutions that meet their needs.

Our pole mounted transformers and substation transformers are 

built to the highest standards, and we use only the best materials 

and components in their manufacture. We are committed to 

delivering products that are not only reliable and efcient but also 

cost-effective.

At METSUI POWER CORPORATION, we believe in the power of 

innovation and are constantly striving to improve our products and 

services. We are committed to providing our customers with cutting 

-edge solutions that meet the evolving needs of the industry.

Choose METSUI POWER CORPORATION for all your pole mounted 

type transformer and substation transformer needs, and 

experience the difference in quality and service.

At METSUI POWER CORPORATION, we specialize in delivering 

reliable and efcient power solutions to our customers. Our range 

of transformers includes pole mounted type transformers and 

substation transformers, which are designed to meet the diverse 

needs of our clients across different industries.

ABOUT US

Our commitment to continuous improvement, customer 

satisfaction, and ethical business practices drives our 

success. We strive to foster a culture of excellence, 

innovation, and collaboration, while actively  engaging  

with our stakeholders to create shared value.

Our mission at Metsui Power Corporation is to design, 

manufacture, and supply world-class power transformers 

and pole type transformers that exceed our customers’ 

expectations. We are dedicated to delivering products and 

services that provide exceptional value and reliability, while 

prioritizing safety and sustainability. 

OUR MISSION
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